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Swallowed Up By The Ocean
Billy Talent

[Intro] 
Dm G Bb F C Bb Dm

[Verse 1]
Dm            G    
We spent our lifes together 
Bb                F
That should have last forever
C              Bb              Dm
 But now it s time to sail on
Dm            G                 Bb
So take this anchor from my heart
           F                C
So we can finally drift apart
           Bb             Dm
Before we drown in sorrow
Dm G   Bb   F    C     Bb     Dm
Ohh... oohhhh... ooohhh...

[Verse 2]
Dm            G        
  I gave you sanctuary
Bb            F                C
   Under the sun we lived carefree
              Bb               Dm
I tried so hard to love you..
Dm            G                Bb
But then you turned your back on me
               F                 C
Your good intentions turned to greed
             Bb                       
And now it s good to know that 
Dm     
you... 
Dm (or C, I m not sure)
have... 
Dm
been...

[Chorus]
Dm           Bb
...Swallowed up by the ocean
          G              
Swallowed up by the ocean
          Bb
Swallowed up by the ocean
          G



Swallowed up by the ocean
          Dm    G
Swallowed up.....
Bb    F    C    Bb    Dm
oohhh...  oooohhh...

[Verse 3]
Dm          G                 Bb
The bluest skies turned into gray  
                 F                  C
through tortured eyes I watched you change
       Bb            Dm
A paradise went up in flames

Dm           G                 Bb
And though I cried a thousand times,
            F                C
you didn t hear the rising tide
                Bb                
There s nowhere left to hide since 
Dm
you...
Dm (or C )
have...
Dm
been...
 
[Chorus]
 Dm          Bb
...Swallowed up by the ocean
          G              
Swallowed up by the ocean
          Bb
Swallowed up by the ocean
          G
Swallowed up by the ocean
            Dm G Bb F C Bb Dm
Swallowed up..... 

[Verse 4]
     Dm                    G                    
Your devastation took it s toll as the waves came
Bb              F
crashing to the coast
             C                Bb          Dm
this sinking ship I m taking back of your control
           Dm                G                   
It felt so good to cross my arms and renounce my 
Bb            F
fate in mankind
              C          Bb                  Dm   Gm   Dm
How could you ever be so blind to think that you survive?



[Chorus]
          Bb
Swallowed up by the ocean
           G
Swallowed up by the ocean
             C               Bb               Dm      Dm     Dm
I hope you know that nothing matters now that you... have... been...
          Bb
Swallowed up by the ocean
           G
Swallowed up by the ocean

[Outro]
            C                 Bb               Dm
I hope you know this ship has finally come to rest
            C                 Bb               Dm
I hope you know this ship has finally come to rest
            C                 Bb                   Dm
I hope you know someday this ship will be your end...


